For unique or difﬁcult drilling situations

OUR MISSION
To Provide Quality, On-Time Products In The Deep
Foundation Industry; To Become The MOST EFFICIENT And
Safest Specialty Drilling Contractor In North America.
The goal of Construction Drilling INC is to become the
most efﬁcient and most innovative specialty foundation
contractor in North America by providing our clients with
quality products and services consistent with or ahead of
project speciﬁc requirements and schedules.

About

Established in 2005, Construction Drilling is a British Columbia-based provider
of drilled foundation installation services. We have developed sophisticated
foundation solutions for today’s toughest projects.

About

Combining over 100 years of experience in the deep foundation
construction industry, CDI’s staff prides itself in producing industry-leading
results for any construction requirement that calls for foundation. We have
the capacity to design any custom component or accessory item that may
be required to complete the installation package.

About

Owners, developers, construction managers, general contractors, and concrete
subcontractors have realized substantial savings in labor and material costs by using
Construction Drilling’s construction methods, systems and equipment.

About

Some examples of our applications are as follows:
Experience and knowledge of drilled foundations
that owners, engineers and competition come to
when solutions are required.

Ensuring every project is planned in detail,
minimizing risk, meeting schedule, maximizing
value to the client.

Staying ahead of industry trends and beating the
standards for safety and environmental plans and
process.

Small company with policy process and
software that provides up to the minute cost
analysis, document control, and contractual
requirements.

The highest quality, cost effective, solution /
methodology to every project combining our
vast experience with traditional and cutting
edge techniques.

Understanding the requirements of small and
large scale projects and therefore all ways
meeting or exceeding the clients expectations.

Services

Drilled Shafts

Shoring Walls, Cofferdams & Cut-off Walls

Drill Systems

Temporary Access and Work Bridges

Design

Concrete Rebar Placement Grouting

Pile Driving

Marine Drilling

Services

DRILLED SHAFTS
Drilled shafts, also called caissons and rock socketed drilled shafts, are typically high-capacity cast-in-place deep foundation elements. The
selection of the foundation system is generally based upon several factors. For example, drilled shafts are chosen in urban settings where
vibration cannot be tolerated or where shallow foundations cannot develop sufﬁcient capacity. Their use as structural support has increased
due to heightened lateral strength and seismic requirements for bridge foundations. They are particularly advantageous where enormous
lateral loads from extreme-event limit states govern bridge foundation design length. Relatively new developments in design and
construction methods of shafts have provided considerably more economy to their use in all settings. Additional applications include
providing foundations for buildings, industrial installations, jetties and docks, high mast lighting, cantilevered signs, cellular phone and
communication towers. In many instances, a single drilled shaft can replace a cluster of piles eliminating the need (and cost) for a pile cap.

Hard Rock Drilled Shafts

Soil Drilled Shafts

Cased Drilled Shafts

Services

> Drilled Shafts

Hard Rock Drilled Shafts
Construction Drilling specializes in technical hard rock drilling
solutions. We pride ourselves on ﬁnding solutions to install drilled
shafts in all types of rock formations. With over 100 years of combined
experience and an extensive equipment inventory, we have utilized the
following hard rock drilling equipment and techniques:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Down hole hammers from 6“to 4’
Rotary bits from 4’ to 10’
Rock sockets from 6” to 10’ up to and past 300 feet deep
Under-reamed drilled shafts
Dual rotary drill systems
Reverse circulation
Reverse ﬂood drill systems

Services

> Drilled Shafts

Soil Drilled Shafts
Construction Drilling’s extensive auger and equipment ﬂeet includes restricted-access rigs
(for access to difﬁcult sites), as well as large-diameter high-torque rigs for very deep and
very hard drilling conditions. Our modern auger ﬂeet ranges from specialized
low-headroom drill rigs, such as the LoDrill, to adaptable European hydraulic drilling rigs.
These drill rigs are accompanied by an extensive tooling inventory consisting of augers,
buckets, turners, and core barrels ranging from 10” to 10’. These rigs are used to drill open
shafts or clean out installed casing.
At times, given access constraints, hammer grab and spherical grab shaft excavation is
more economical and efﬁcient: e.g. in cases where a crane is the only piece of equipment
with the reach to access the shaft location. In marine applications, we often ﬁnd that
splice lengths are too long for a drill to work enter the casing.
Construction Drilling has a large inventory of grabs ranging from 30” to 10’, along with the
churns, chisels and rock breakers to ensure installation and excavation are successful.

Services

> Drilled Shafts

Cased Drilled Shafts
Casing is required when ground conditions are unstable and drilled holes cannot
safely be drilled open. Casing can be permanent, but when drilling in soil it is
typically temporary. Construction Drilling utilizes casing oscillators and rotators
capable of installing casing from 6” to 10’. Oscillators and rotators can be used to
install casing when vibration and noise are a concern, vibratory and impact
hammers can be used when these are not a concern.
The use of casing is a proven method to install drilled shafts in soil caving
conditions such as gravels, loose sands, soils, cobbles, boulders and
water-saturated media. Construction Drilling has successfully cored through
boulders over 6’ in diameter during shaft excavations. Using oscillators and
rotators in combination with down-hole hammers, augers and grabs is a sure
method of shaft installation in any soil or rock condition. This removes risk and
allows Construction Drilling to supply a high quality product on schedule.

Services

DRILL SYSTEMS
Dual Rotary Drill Systems
Reverse Circulation Drilling
The Down Hole Hammer
Reverse Flood Drilling
Under-Reamer
Limited-Access Drills

Services

> Drill Systems

Dual Rotary Drill Systems
Our dual rotary drill rigs are used when casing has to be socketed into hard bedrock.
They can also be used when sand, gravel, cobbles and large boulders make it
challenging to drill a cased hole. The versatility of dual rotary drilling makes it one
of the most efﬁcient, low-risk and cost-effective methods for drilling in difﬁcult
formations.
Dual Rotary Drill systems use a lower rotary drive to advance casing through
unconsolidated overburden and, where applicable, socket that casing into bedrock.
Rotational forces are transmitted through the lower rotary to the casing,
carbide-studded shoes or weld-on bars enable the casing to cut through the
overburden boulders and bedrock. A reverse-circulation top drive rotary head and
drill string simultaneously rotate to drill inside the casing. The drill string is
equipped with either a down-the-hole hammer or a rotary bit to remove material
and bring it to the surface. Please see reverse circulation section.
Construction Drilling has dual rotary drill systems that can
handle holes from 6” to 10’ (3.05m) in diameter.

Services

> Drill Systems

Reverse Circulation Drilling
Reverse Circulation, or RC Drilling, is a clean and environmentally friendly
method of deep foundation installation. It employs dual-wall drill rods,
comprised of an outer drill rod with an inner tube (Figure 1). As the sections
of drill rod are screwed together, the inner tubes overlap and seal with O
rings. This provides a continuous path for the drill tailings to be transported
from the bit face to the surface.

Fig. 1

During the drilling process, high pressure air is introduced to the annulus between the inner tube and the
outer rod. The air ﬂows through the drill steel and powers the drill tool. As the air exhausts, it serves as a
circulating medium by carrying the cuttings from the surface of the bit directly through the inside of the
drill steel (Figure 2). As it exits the top of the drill stack, the air is guided into a cyclone which slows the
cuttings, separates them from the air and collects them while the remainder of the waste ﬂuids are captured
in an isolated, watertight containment bin. The material is stored in this bin until it can be scooped out and
disposed of off-site.

Fig. 2

Services

> Drill Systems

The Down Hole Hammer
The down hole hammer is located directly behind the down hole hammer bit. The driller
transfers feed force, and some rotation, to the bit through the drill pipe and top drive. A
compressor supplies air which travels through the drill pipe to the down hole hammer,
where it drives the piston as it strikes the bit directly. This provides a very efﬁcient
transmission of impact energy through the bit into the rock, breaking the rock and
drilling the hole.
Our drill bits are available in different sizes we can drill a wide range of hole sizes from
6” to 50”. For holes larger than 50“ we recommend using a cluster drill or rotary head.

Services

> Drill Systems

Reverse Flood Drilling
The reverse ﬂood drilling method with rotary head is a straightforward and effective way to drill large-diameter deep holes,
on land and off shore. Because the hole remains ﬂooded it is a very stable method in unforgiving rock formations.
Compressed air is injected into the drill pipe below water level into an air chamber at the cutter head. As the air rises and
expands within the drill pipe, the density in the internal liquid column is reduced.
The higher density of the water column outside the drill pipe causes the
overburden and drill tailings to pass from the shaft, through the cutter
head and rise up through the drill pipe. The tailings are lifted to the surface
with the help of the rising air.
Construction Drilling utilizes a Wirth PBA 612 pile top drill rig when
reverse ﬂood drilling. We have been successful installing shafts from 50” to
72” in diameter, up to 300’ deep.
For large-diameter deep drilled shafts, we primarily use rotary bits as we
ﬁnd the rotary method to be the most stable, non-aggressive way to install
drilled shafts. With the rotary head reverse ﬂood method, no air is
introduced to the rock formation.
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> Drill Systems

Under-Reamer
Under-reaming bits and ring bits are used for drilling through overburden and
unconsolidated ground. Some systems are recoverable while others are permanent; there
are various trade names and products on the market. They are all similar in that they use
a steel ring welded on to the bottom of the casing. The down hole hammer and steel ring
are locked together, and the hammer drives on the steel ring. Together, they drill a hole
large enough to allow the casing to be pulled into the drilled hole. A rock socket can be
drilled below an under-reamed pile. We have experience with every type, and choose
them based on overburden type, rock type and cost.
Under-reamers are particularly useful in offshore applications. We have many hanging
lead drill systems that can utilize various under reaming systems from 12” to 36”.

Services

> Drill Systems

Limited-Access Drills
We have many limited-access drills to suit
low-headroom locations, and installations next to
property lines or existing buildings. We have a
proven track record drilling under power lines, up
to sensitive existing structures and buildings, up to
property lines, and also into remote locations.
We can drill augercast and rock socketed drilled
shafts in limited-access locations.

Services

SHORING WALLS, COFFERDAMS & CUT-OFF WALLS
Secant Pile Walls & Cofferdams
Soldier Pile Walls
Sheet Pile Walls, Cofferdams and O-Pile Walls
Passive Walls Reactive Treatment

Services

> Shoring Walls, Cofferdams & Cut-off Walls

Secant Pile Walls & Cofferdams
Secant piles are concrete cast-in-place drilled shafts installed so that they overlap to
form a continuous wall. The installation sequence starts with drilling and pouring every
other shaft: these are called the “primary shafts.” Once the concrete is set in the
primary shafts, the drill returns to drill and pour the “secondary shafts.” An interlock is
created between the primary and secondary shafts as the secondary shafts are drilled
and poured, creating an impervious wall.
Secant pile walls make it possible to advance through man-made and natural
obstructions (such as reinforced concrete, bed rock, cobbles, boulders, and dense soil),
while avoiding any risk to settlement that could damage adjacent structures.
Secant pile walls and coffer dams can be poured with soft or hard concrete. They can
be permanent and incorporated into the permanent structure as walls and foundations,
e.g. the foundations, shear walls and underground parking of large buildings.

Secondary Piles

Primary Piles (drilled first)
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> Shoring Walls, Cofferdams & Cut-off Walls

Soldier Pile Walls
Soldier pile walls are mostly are used for temporary
excavations. The walls are built by installing vertical
steel piles (usually H piles) at regular intervals (6’ to 8’
centers) along the retention wall line. The piles are
installed from original grade before excavation.
Excavation is usually dug in 4’ lifts from the top down.
As the excavation is advanced, lagging is inserted
behind the front pile ﬂanges. Lagging can be wood
beams, steel or pre-cast panels or shotcrete. The
lagging resists the load of the retained soil and
transfers that load to the soldier piles.

Services

> Shoring Walls, Cofferdams & Cut-off Walls

Sheet Pile Walls, Cofferdams and O-Pile Walls
Sheet pile walls are used as an earth retention system in soils that allow driving from the
surface to a termination depth. They do not work well in soil conditions with boulders or
large obstructions. Sheet piles are pre-fabricated steel sheet sections with interlocking
edges. As the sheets are installed, they form a continuous barrier in the ground. The
sheets are typically driven with vibratory hammers or drop hammers.
Sheet piles can be arranged into geometric shapes to form cofferdams, allowing
permanent in-ground construction to take place, such as a pier foundation in the middle
of a river.
Sheet pile retaining walls and cofferdams are usually restrained with steel bracing,
soldier piles, anchors and deadmen.
O-piles
Interlocking O-pile walls are a relatively new retention system. They are made up of interlocking steel pipe
with welded interlocking connections that thread into one another. They can be drilled in any ground
conditions utilizing a down-hole hammer. Their application is the same as for sheet piles, but with the
added beneﬁt of being able to advance through challenging geotechnical formations (e.g. soil with boulders
or other obstructions), and the ability to be founded into bed rock.

Services

> Shoring Walls, Cofferdams & Cut-off Walls

Passive Walls
Our experience with passive walls has involved the replacement of
permeable reaction treatment walls installed across the ﬂow path of
contaminated materials sites. These walls allow for the water portion of
the contaminants to passively move through the wall while preventing the
movement of contaminants.

Services

TEMPORARY ACCESS AND WORK BRIDGES

Services

> Temporary Access and Work Bridges

Temporary Access and Work Bridges
Construction Drilling owns many types of temporary work platforms
and over 300’ of temporary work bridge, with access to an additional
300’. This allows us to install up to 600’ of work bridge to access and
supply any of your construction needs. Our work bridge is capable of
supporting a 250 ton crane, service trucks, highway trucks,
construction equipment and any of our drilling equipment. We can
custom build conﬁgurations to suit all of your access needs.
We have successfully installed our work platforms & bridges in
remote locations, some accessible only by rail or barge. We are able
to drill in the foundations for our work platforms into any geological
formation anywhere in North America or the world.
We can assist you with any construction-access challenges your
project may pose.

Services

CONCRETE REBAR PLACEMENT GROUTING
Caisson Reinforcing Steel Placement
Tremie Pour Concrete
Grouting

Services

> Concrete Rebar Placement Grouting

Caisson Reinforcing Steel Placement
Caisson-reinforcing steel cages cannot
be built in situ. Their size and length
require these cages to be stood, hung,
and placed with specialized rigging and
techniques.
Construction Drilling will place
reinforcing steel for piling and drilled
shafts on your project. We can provide
custom-engineered lift and placement
plans that are speciﬁc to your needs.
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> Concrete Rebar Placement Grouting

Tremie Pour Concrete
Construction Drilling has successfully tremie-poured thousands of drilled
shafts and piles. Tremie concrete placement uses a pipe through which
concrete is placed below water. Tremie pipe is also used to place concrete
that would otherwise fall a great distance from the concrete discharge
point at the top of the shaft to the concrete placement point at the bottom
of the shaft.
Tremie pipe is used to prevent segregation when concrete is placed
underwater. Concrete can be carefully placed in a compact mass at its ﬁnal
position by means of a tremie pipe, and is not disturbed after being
deposited. Specialized mix designs have to be used to ensure concrete
ﬂows through the reinforcing steel cage. Construction Drilling can develop
a tremie pour procedure speciﬁc to your project and tailored to your project
speciﬁcations. Additionally, we can assist with the development of your
concrete mix design.

Services

> Concrete Rebar Placement Grouting

Grouting
Consolidation grouting:
Construction Drilling performs consolidation pre-grouting for our large-diameter
drilled shafts. In certain geological formations, pre-stabilization grouting is
required to bind the formation together and avoid collapse. Construction Drilling
has successfully pre-grouted in some of the worst conditions known, such as clay
gouge. We have successfully pre-grouted up to depths of 320’.
Annular grouting:
Construction Drilling performs annular grouting of
large-diameter piling and vessels in-ground. We have
successfully annular grouted vessels up to 300 feet deep.
We can set up grout plants and small batch plants on-site
and in remote locations.

Services

MARINE DRILLING

Services

> Marine Drilling

Marine Drilling
Construction Drilling has an extensive background in marine construction and in
supplying marine contractors with drilling equipment. We have successfully installed
drilled piles and rock-socketed drilled piles along the Paciﬁc Coast from San Francisco
to Alaska, and also on the Atlantic Coast. We also install drilled shafts in fresh water,
and have done so over rivers, in hydroelectric dams and on lakes.
Our specialized equipment can install drilled
shafts from 6” up to 6’ for all marine applications:
●
●
●
●
●

Land-based
Work platform
Work trestles
Hanging lead
Oscillators and rotators and under-reamers

We can also supply access trestles and platforms and
barges to suite your marine drilling project needs.

Services

PILE DRIVING

Services

> Pile Driving

Pile Driving
Construction Drilling has the equipment
and expertise to drive an assortment of
end-bearing piles, including:
●
●
●
●

Steel H pile
Steel pipe pile
Concrete piling
Timber piling

Services

DESIGN
Value-Added Engineering
Temporary Access
Soil Shoring and Cofferdam Systems
Lift Plans
Pile-Load Testing
Steel Fabrication
Heavy Equipment Mobilizations and Logistics
Consolidation Grouting and Annular Grouting

Services

> Design

Value-Added Engineering

Trestle modiﬁed into formwork

Services

> Design

Temporary Access

Rotator Support Details

Pigeon River Bridge - Trestle Bridge

Services

> Design

Soil Shoring and Cofferdams

Mine Shaft Access Cofferdam / Strut Detail

Secant Pile Cofferdam Installation Frame

Soldier Pile Wall

Secant Wall

Sheet Pile Wall

Cofferdam

Services

> Design

Lift Plans

Reinforcing Steel lift plan

Load Test

Services

> Design

Pile-Load Testing

Services

> Design

Steel Fabrication

Liner Installation Sequence

Services

> Design

Heavy Equipment Mobilizations and Logistics

Crane MOB

Crane Dimensions

Crane Move

Services

> Design

Consolidated Grouting and Annular Grouting

Annular Grouting
In the photo above you can see an example of how effective
pressure grouting can be. The two horizontal dark grey lines are
grout that has displaced clay gouge and laminated between the
rock and quartz layers, stabilizing the rock formation. This
sample was taken from tailings created during large diameter
drilled shaft project completed by Construction Drilling.
Consolidation Grouting

PROJECTS

Projects
PILING PROJECT:
FMF Cape Breton – Phase V, WP#20 & WP#22 Pile Work
Description: The aim of this Shop Consolidation Project is to replace antiquated, outdated
and deﬁcient industrial facilities, and to enable a fundamentally critical transformation and
modernization of the FMF Cape Breton's industrial workplace. This project is the ﬁfth and
ﬁnal phase of a multi-phased project and comprises new construction, renovation,
demolition and site works of the FMFCB buildings.
Supply of Piling – 610Ø steel pipe piles
Pile Driving
Rock Sockets
Rock Probes
Owner:
Client:
Contract Value:
Duration:

5520 M
265 Piles
705 M
28 Probes

DND/DCC (Department of National Defence / Defence Construction Canada)
EllisDon Kinetic – A Joint Venture
$9,500,000
8 Months

Projects
PILING PROJECT:
Johnson St Bridge Replacement Project
Description: Construction of a new Bascule draw bridge and related
street and utility works, and the demolition of the existing bridge.
Drilled concrete piles – 1830mm Ø
Drilled concrete piles – 1220mm Ø
Drilled falsework piles – 610mm Ø
Owner:
Client:
Contract Value:
Duration:

16 Piles
18 Piles
42 Piles

City of Victoria
PCL Civil Constructors Inc
$7,500,000
8 Months

Projects
PILING PROJECT:
North East Anthony Henday
– North Saskatchewan River Bridge Project
Description: Design Build project for the North East section of the Anthony Henday Drive ring
road and the crossing of the North Saskatchewan River. The new bridge crossing of the North
Saskatchewan River required the installation of 16 cast-in-place concrete caissons with a
diameter of 3 meters. . In addition to the support shafts, a slope stability wall consisting of 89
CIP concrete shafts, 1500mm in diameter, was installed on the south and north bank of the
North Saskatchewan River. Furthermore, drilled shafts were also installed on 2 overpasses at
the intersection of NEAH and Hwy 16. In total, 139 drilled shafts with a diameter of 610mm
1.5m Ø slope stability piles
3m Ø drilled shafts
610mm Ø piles with 762mm starter casing telescoped to reach depth
Owner:
Client:
Contract Value:
Duration:

Alberta Transportation & Infrastructure
Flatiron-Dragados-AECON-Lafarge JV
$7,900,000
2012 to 2016

86 each
12 each
139 each

Projects
PILING PROJECT:
Fairview Container Terminal Berth Expansion - Phase II, North Development
Description: The construction works associated with the developments of the new berth expansion, existing caisson
wharf upgrade, new mooring dolphins, new empty containers stacking yard and new container storage yards.
Caisson Wharf, 914mm Ø Drilled Piles c/w 7.5m deep rock sockets63 Piles
Re-drill Piles
11 Piles
Owner:
Client:
Contract Value:
Duration:

Prince Rupert Port Authority (PRPA)
Fraser River Pile & Dredge Inc
$850,000
4 Months

Projects
PILING PROJECT:
PR304 To Berens River All-Season Road Project - B5 Pigeon River Bridge
Description: The Pigeon River Bridge project was in a hyper-remote region of northern Manitoba and
consisted of 5 drilled-shaft, 1219mm diameter permanently-cased piles seated into bedrock a minimum
of 300mm with a total embedment into sound bedrock of 3000mm.
Supply and installation of 300’ access trestle pile
Supply and Installation of 610mm Ø falsework piles
Supply and installation of 1220 mm diameter x 19mm wall casing c/w 3m rock socket piles
Owner:
Client:
Contract Value:
Duration:

Manitoba East Side Road Authority
Innovative Civil Constructors Inc
$1,700,000
3 Months

8 Piles
6 Piles
5 Piles

Phone: 250-746-4408
Dan Berg DBerg@condrill.ca
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